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Institution for efficiency;
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Open Public space and Park;
utilized during festivals;  warning times and temporary shelters post disaster

 Institutions on high land;
utilized during disaster
‘off the grid’

Daily Routine:
Resilience is not only being flexible in hazards but it is also about how efficiently a community can function in daily life. Resilience can be 
seen as cycles transiting from phase of normal life as well as hazards. Day to day life revolves around places such as markets, flood gates, 
churches, housings, etc. This proposal encourages livelihoods, social gathering and recreational activities.

During the warnings
Public and open spaces are utilized for spreading the news and dicussing guidelines that would be prepared for upcoming hazards.

During the hazards; 
Proposed scheme facilitates the community with alternatives of rescue routes at different scales when water level rises gradually.

Post hazards; 
proposed physical infrastructure performs respective functions which are assigned to them.

Recovering to normal life:
Understanding existing water strategy and to derive at various  proposals of an urban, cluster and unit scale. To deal with natural hazards, 
an individual should be aware about it characteristics. One cannot refrain site from its extreme vulnerabilities but an individual can be resil-
ient with the ability of a social system to respond and recover from disasters. It also emphasizes on those inherent conditions that allow the 
system to absorb impacts and cope up with an event.

KIT OF ELEMENTS
The role of an architect is to mediate between the needs of traditional settlements and  respective edifices comprising of those individual, families, and commu-
nities who build for themselves. Hence, an architect is a facilitator who identifies assets and finds most efficient way for the community to work with them. User 
choses how to build.

Users make their own combination
Elements: Foundation, Plinth, Frame structure, infill and roof

Negotiable

In present situation, housing typology enforces them to live in isolation where as in 
proposed situation they share plinth which bring cohesion between community.
Shared facility and infrastructure are more economical because the cost of laying 
pipes s lowered and energy loss across distance is decreased.
Incremental growth and Flexible layout

Existing marshlands are utilized for demonstration of accretion of proposed development. As per existing ratio  of dilapidated house is quite more that will b utilized for open 
spaces within cluster.

Connectivity:
Irregular spaces in between houses were seen as a problem for each family as their own 
needs and preferences were prioritize rather than adhering to a rational system creating 
an order that would optimize benefits for all. Proposed storm water recharge at cluster 
level of interval at 500 meter that is walkable and approachable. Proposed water tanks 
are scattered through cluster which are sufficient during flood time. At cluster level, there 
are bridges (connection at higher level) at interval of 500m  which can be covered in 
6 min. Institution being at the center can be accessed by walk from the housing cluster. 

A new sociality is reflected in neighborhood parks and multipurpose hall, where people 
can congregate and converse, and thereby be transformed from isolated private 
individuals into community. Intertwined together they form a specific vision of desirable 
social order. From isolation to community.

Resiliency + planning
Adding affordable housing on replacement of dilapidated building
Use park or open space for storm water strategy
Add community center
Improvement public space
Preservation of affordable housing.

A successful community as locus where an identifiable center for human interaction and interchange is scaled to social and cultural demographics.
Emphasis on connectivity and commutation at the various scales of settlement 

Intervention at level of settlement:
Key idea is to facilitate and manage the water as the current settlement is organized on the basis of 
water grid. The pattern of settlement is perpendicular to water channel. In cases of depression they 
start building on edge depending on topographical position where water is collected.

Expansion and compression phenomena of water:
Hydrology map showing negotiation between land and water-types. Map shows different water 
types as brackish water, saline sea water and freshwater kept within settlement by utilizing flood 
gate and pump-station.

Nurturing mangrove to impede the force of storm water and 
inhabit more fishes seen as coastal defenseAfforestation at upstream for avoiding desiltation

LIVELIHOODLOCAL

Small scale interventions  which are short term action that will have 
long term impacts.
; People centric approach and locally based. All scale intervention 
is emphasized to built argument and importance of locality. 
Hence, scheme is compartmentalized to built incrementally. 
Settlement demands for incremental growth which has to be 
flexible and feasible with all aspects of community’s compliance.
Community are made aware to their own sources along with 
instinct of designer. Community is made self-sustainable

FLEXIBILITY

CONNECTIVITY

life is seen as centric value within all 
hazards where life includes the basic 
livelihoods security, hygiene, energy and 
income must be stabilized. 

The envision of design  is to unite the 
community from isolation

Transition at unit level from core to 
outside that is sanitation- services,food 
water storage, semi private activities 
and public activities.

One can never resist against natural 
hazards so the scheme talks about 
stages of impeding them at different 
scale. The expanding water is utilized 
as alarming feature for the settlement 
which set ups guidelines for design 
solutions. So one has to live with flood 
water by allowance, acceptance  and 
adaptation to the cycle of hazards.

Resilient + landscapes

Institutions are sparse on Northwest direction and dense on south-east direction. In existing conditions 
all institutions are not situated in highlands due to which network does not perform efficiently.

‘BRIDGING’ A FLOOD CYCLE
Self-help design strategies for resilient communities
CEPT_A

Flood protection is not necessarily a visible built form but a layer of vegetation around housing cluster 
that can impede the forces.

Three type: Safe house; dilapidated and major renovation

Growth of built form from dense to sparse on basis of topography and water

Growth of built form from dense to sparseon basis of topography and water

Growth of built form from dense to sparseon basis of topography and water

Vegetation proposed around street network

Vegetation proposed around built form

The expanding water is utilized as alarming feature for the settlement which set ups 
guidelines for design solutions. A circulatory system accelerates the elimination of water 
and delivers water. 

Manila Bay Built-formMangrove Aquaculture River Highlands

Instead of keeping water out of sites, space for water is provided within developments by providing 
space for ponds.

Embankment
Aquaculture Built-Form Polo River Built-Form Aquaculture Built-Form Aquaculture

Section showing relationship amongst settlement, river; ponds and sea. 
To drain by gravity when two principal rivers are high is difficult.

Existing Condition
Built - Street - Built
Open canals is an issue due to which water flows into houses.

Proposed Condition
Built - Street - Built

Existing Condition
Water - Street - Water

Proposed Condition
Water - Street - Water
Green corridors
Plant street trees
Store water in soft scape
Oxygenating of aquaculture by root zone treatment.

Existing Condition
Water - Street - Built

Proposed Condition
Water - Street - Built
Reduce and update previous surfaces· 

Growth pattern of built fabric

Philippines is surrounded by The South China Sea; Manila 
bay is situated on the North direction of it. Valenzuela is 
northern part of Metro Manila. Site which is seen as area of 
focus is vulnerable to natural disaster such as flood, storm 
and earthquake basically vulnerable to water, wind and land. 
Due to its coastal location (Include a statement describing 
strength of site and settlement; that is how team is looking at 
site.). It requires facilitator for reaching resilience. Therefore, 
life is seen as core within all hazards where life includes the 
basic livelihoods security, hygiene, energy and income which 
must be stabilized. The idea is to take intermediate position 
between bottoms up and top down approach where there 
are some negotiable as well as non-negotiable features of 
the proposed scheme.  Flood ---- stages are seen as alarming 
feature that helps to derive design guidelines of proposed 
scheme.
As it is well quoted  
“Resilience is based on the shifting relationship between 
scales, and between autonomy on the one hand and connec-
tivity on the other.” 

Dealing with flood is not the primary issue for this settlement 
as they are facing it since years but livelihood is majorly 
affected.
This design focuses on promising their livelihoods and ways to 
recover it to normal condition.

Team Members: Devashree, Prasik, Purvi, Shalin
Guide: Arian Afshari, Gauri Bharat,  Jigna Desai, Sankalpa

Floating Makeshift House

Demonstration House
showing frame structure and choice of material 
as infill.

Demonstration of material at unit level

By cleaning pond and collecting waste; recycling and reusing them.

By avoiding direct disposal of storm water into aquaculture Rootzone treatment.

By facilitating them with flexible system of food (hydroponic system)  that could be car-
ried away; food for subsistence.

By adding solar pane on roof top.

NON negotiable:
Special features of each housing unit.

COMMUNITY CENTRE:
which acts off the grid during hazards that is self sustained
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Shared facility and services

Space for Housing Facility

Space for Vegetation and permeable surface

Space for Open- Shared open spaces

Space for Water within cluster

Vision for Resilient Community


